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ABSTRACT In this paper we address hybrid probabilistic-geometric constellation shaping (HCS) of

amplitude phase shift keying (APSK) constellation based on the reversed model of optimal companding

quantization for circularly symmetric sources with the goal to increase the constellation power efficiency

in Gaussian-noise-limited channel. To empirically optimize the proposed APSK constellation such that

a symbol-error rate (SER) reaches its minimum under given constraints with respect to signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) and the prior probabilities of constellation points, for various settings of constellation parameters,

we investigate SER dependence on SNR and determine the constellation parameters achieving minimum

SER. The SER dependence on SNR we estimate theoretically by deriving approximate formula for SER of

uncoded APSK constellation in Gaussian-noise-limited channel and practically by performing simulation.

The obtained results are well-matched verifying the accuracy of approximate SER formula. The results also

show that our APSK constellation outperforms some previous APSK andM -ary QAMconstellations in terms

of power efficiency. Thus, for SER equal to 10−6 the gain in power efficiency amounts up to 2.35 dB, 2.23dB

and 1.64 dB compared with the maximum mutual information-optimized 4+ 12-APSK, 4+ 12+ 16-APSK

and 4+ 12+ 20+ 28-APSK constellations, respectively. This means that by employing APSK constellation

we propose instead the traditional APSK constellations the transmitted signal power can be reduced by a

third enabling lower power consumption. The improved power efficiency of our APSK constellation makes

it suitable for application in power-limited communications such as fiber-optic communications, satellite

communications, power-line communications, and multiple-input multiple-output wireless transmissions.

INDEX TERMS AWGN channels, constellation diagram, digital modulation, signal detection, vector

quantization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Amplitude phase shift keying (APSK) is a higher-order

constellation consisting of several concentric rings, with

each ring containing constellation points (modulated sig-

nals assigned to symbols) that are separated by a constant

phase offset. APSK is an attractive modulation format due

to its spectral and power efficiency combined with robust-

ness against nonlinear distortion [1]–[12]. Thus, the usage

of APSK is suitable to enhance performance of transmission
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over nonlinear channels. For these reasons APSK has been

included in the second generation of standard for digital video

broadcasting via satellite, DVB-S2 [3]. Also, APSK mod-

ulation can be appropriate modulation format in fiber-optic

communication systems to deal with the fiber nonlinearities

[9]–[12]. Further, in a certain number of papers, differential

and non-coherent spatial modulations relying on the APSK

were developed for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

systems [13]–[17].

As communication systems increasingly demand bet-

ter spectral and power efficiency of transmission tech-

niques, the constellation shaping has drawn more attention
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[1]–[15], [18]–[22]. Under constellation shaping the meth-

ods that optimize modulation format by adjusting the

geometric-space location and a priori probabilities of con-

stellation points are assumed. All these methods are catego-

rized within three constellation shaping schemes: geometric

constellation shaping (GCS), probabilistic constellation shap-

ing (PCS) and hybrid probabilistic-geometric constellation

shaping (HCS) [20], [21].

GCS employs a uniform distribution (equiprobable con-

stellation points) on non-equidistant constellation points.

GCS of APSK can be achieved by increasing in a non-

linear way the radius of constellation ring starting from

the constellation center. It is common that more constel-

lation points are located near the constellation center than

at its periphery to approximate Gaussian distribution and

generate two-dimensional Gaussian-like constellation. Such

geometric-space location of constellation points are usu-

ally obtained by optimizing some metrics, like minimum

Euclidean distance, mutual information (MI), generalized

MI [1], [2], [6], [21].

PCS imposes a non-uniform distribution (non-equiprobable

constellation points) on a set of equidistant constellation

points. Actually, PCS shapes the prior probabilities of con-

stellation points rather than their locations to approximate

Gaussian signaling. Specifically, PCS reduces the average

transmitted power and error rate by sending low-amplitude

constellation points with a higher probability than the

high-amplitude ones. Thereby, due to circular symmetry

of APSK constellation the constellation points under the

same amplitude ring are sent equally likely [20], [21]. The

non-equal probabilities are commonly generated accord-

ing to the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution, which

is a Gaussian distribution sampled at discrete amplitudes

across a finite amplitude range [22]. MB distribution max-

imizes the entropy under an average-power constraint, not

the achievable information rate (AIR), so that the AIR

is usually further improved by using the Blahut-Arimoto

algorithm [23], [24].

Recently, PCS has started to be realized through the con-

stellation compression by reducing the number of constella-

tion points [18], [19]. The basic principle of novel PCS is

to transfer the constellation points from the outer ring to the

ones of the inner ring changing the constellation order, struc-

ture and constellation point probabilities. After constellation

compression, the order of constellation is decreased, whereby

the constellation points are non-uniformly distributed having

higher probabilities for the constellation points of the inner

rings.

Finally, when more flexible constellation format is

required, HCS can be an enabling method since it does not

limit constellation points to equal probabilities or equidistant

location. Actually, in HCS the shaping is performed both

geometrically and probabilistically resulting in non-uniform

distribution (non-equiprobable constellation points) on

non-equidistant constellation points. Combinations of PCS

and GCS have been considered to be implemented in optical

communications to combat fiber nonlinearities [25], [26].

In this paper, we focus our research on HCS of APSK

constellation with the goal to increase the constellation

power efficiency in Gaussian-noise-limited channels. Instead

of optimizing channel metrics or minimum Euclidean dis-

tance, which is commonly utilized methodology, we apply

quantization designing methods in APSK constellation shap-

ing. Namely, there is similarity between APSK constellation

and circularly-symmetric quantization in the sense that both

divide the two-dimensional geometric space into concen-

tric rings having points separated by constant phase. This

similarity motivates us to utilize advantages of quantiza-

tion designing methods in HCS. Vector quantization inspired

constellation designs were also proposed in several papers

to perform HCS [27]–[31]. In those papers, the geometric

space presentation of various models of vector quantization

was directly mapped into constellation diagram. That results

that the constellations from [27]–[31] are characterized with

higher density of constellation points having higher prior

probabilities which represents the main drawback of those

constellations. From the quantization point of view, it is

a desirable feature since it leads to smaller mean-squared

error. However, from the standpoint of modulation and error

performances, the desirable feature regarding the density of

constellation points and their prior probabilities is oppo-

site. Because of that, we conclude that in our research we

should focus to achieve the space partition reversed with that

in two-dimensional quantization, specifically, reversed with

the circularly-symmetric quantization. To provide the above

mentioned we introduce a novel concept that employs the

quantization designing methods in constellation shaping on

a totally different manner.

The quantization studying for a many years enabled us to

notice that the quantization model for which it is easily to

determine the reversed geometric-space partition is compand-

ing quantization that consists of compressor characterized

by compression function, uniform quantizer and expander

specified by expanding function that is inversed with the

compression function. Namely, in companding quantization

the output levels and thus the space partition are determined

by applying the expanding function on uniformly spaced

levels. This means that the reversed geometric-space parti-

tion on radius levels can be obtained by applying compres-

sion function on uniformly spaced levels. This observation

motivates us to formulate the geometric shaping function

as compression function of companding quantization and to

specify the probabilistic shaping function as expression that

determines the probabilities of radius levels in the reversed

model with companding quantization, i.e. in the model con-

sists of expander, uniform quantizer and compressor. Specif-

ically, since we consider HCS of APSK constellation being a

circularly-symmetric constellation, we opt to use the radial

compression function of optimal companding quantization

for circularly symmetric sources [32] to specify geometric
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shaping function. Similar principle was only utilized in [33],

where design of one-dimensional constellation - pulse ampli-

tude modulation (PAM) based on optimal scalar companding

quantization was proposed.

To achieve highly-structured constellation and to reduce

detection complexity, apart the aforementioned features,

we assume that each ring of our APSK constellation carries

the same number of points. This property can be beneficial

for labelling based on the multilevel coding [8].

The HCS of APSK based on novel concept we pro-

pose leads to constellations having different features in

respect not only to vector quantization-inspired constella-

tions from [27]–[31], but in respect to any other APSK con-

stellation. The constellation we obtain has lower density of

radius levels with higher prior probabilities, whereby, unlike

to usual principle in constellation shaping, more constella-

tion rings are located at constellation periphery than near

its center. These features provide that our APSK constella-

tion outperforms in terms the power efficiency the standard

solutions for mutual information maximization-optimized

APSK constellation having equiprobable constellation points

and different numbers of constellation points associated per

rings [1]–[3], [5]. To confirm the advantages arisen by using

the novel concept in HCS, in numerical results we are going

to extend the comparative analysis on the product-APSK

constellation whose rings are packed away from the center,

recently proposed in [8].

In order to estimate the power efficiency of the pro-

posed APSK constellation, we evaluate the constellation

error performances by deriving an asymptotic formula for

symbol-error rate (SER) of uncoded APSK constellation in

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Thereby,

we consider receiver based on maximum a posteriori prob-

ability (MAP) criterion that leads to the complicate decision

boundaries for the decision regions, known as Voronoi cells in

equiprobable case.Moreover, due to the complicated decision

boundaries, error performance analysis of APSK signals is

more difficult than that of QAM signals. The issue of SER

determining for M -ary constellation in AWGN channel was

solved in [34], [35], where an union bound on SER was

derived by decomposing SER calculation on calculation of

M -1 pair-wise probabilities of erroneous detection for every

constellation point. However, the calculation of allM×(M -1)

pair-wise probabilities becomes cumbersome for high-order

constellations. In [36]–[38] the simplified SER expressions

were derived for APSK constellations from [1]–[3], [5].

In this paper we simplify SER calculation for the case when

APSK constellation has different a priori constellation points

probabilities associated per rings, but equal number of points

on each ring. For the assumed scenario we simplify the

union bound on SER by exploiting the symmetry properties

of APSK constellation and by including only the pair-wise

probabilities of erroneous detection for the neighborhood

constellation points to the transmitted constellation points

since the pair-wise probability decreases with constellation

point distance increasing. To verify the accuracy of the

derived SNR formula we perform simulation in program

packageMATLAB and obtain that the theoretical and simula-

tion results are well-matched. Finally, to empirically optimize

our APSK constellation we determine SER for various set-

tings of constellation parameters and select the constellation

parameters leading to the minimum SER under considered

constraints related to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value and a

priori constellation point probabilities.

II. APSK CONSTELLATION SHAPING INSPIRED BY

COMPANDING QUANTIZATION FOR

CIRCULARLY-SYMMETRIC SOURCES

In this section we define a novel method for APSK constella-

tion design that includes both the geometric and probabilistic

shaping and results in an M -ary APSK constellation with L

non-equidistant concentric rings each having N constellation

points whose a priori probabilities are constant within the

ring. We start research by defining APSK constellation as set

ofM pairs composed of complex representation of constella-

tion point (ri exp{jθi,k}) and its a priori probability (Pi)

C =
{(

ri exp
{

jθi,k
}

,Pi
)

: 1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ k ≤ N
}

, (1)

where L × N = M and

N

L
∑

i=1

Pi = 1. (2)

In APSK constellation, due to circular symmetry, the phase

offset between the adjacent constellation points that belong

the same ring is constant and amounts 2π /N . Thereby, also

due to symmetry, the best phase offset between the adjacent

rings with respect to minimum Euclidean distance maximiza-

tion amounts π /N [1]. In accordance with this, we define the

phase of constellation point θi,k , i = 1, . . . ,L, k = 1, . . . ,N

as follows

θi,k = ϑ (i, k,N )

=











2π

N

(

k −
1

2

)

, i = 1, 3, 5, . . . , k = 1, . . . ,N

2π

N
(k − 1), i = 2, 4, 6, . . . , k = 1, . . . ,N

(3)

To specify radii of constellation points we introduce geo-

metric shaping function that from a set of uniformly spaced

radii {(i − 1/2)d , i = 1, 2, ..,L} generates a set of nonuni-

formly spaced ones {ri, i = 1, 2, ..,L}. Let’s recall now

that we conclude the issue of constellation designing is

reversed with the issue of quantization designing. For that

reason, we utilize companding quantization technique on

inverse manner in constellation design. Namely, in com-

panding quantization the output levels are determined by

applying expanding function on uniformly spaced levels. In

such manner it is achieved that the density of output levels

decreases with decreasing the probability of levels. Opposite

to that, in this paper, we propose that the radii of constellation
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points are obtained by applying compression function on uni-

formly spaced levels. This provides that the density of radius

levels increases with the decrease of a priori constellation

point probability. Therefore, we define the geometric shaping

function as a compression function of companding quantiza-

tion. Since we consider circularly-symmetric APSK constel-

lation the radial compression function of optimal companding

quantization for circularly symmetric sources from [32] is

imposed as a good choice for constellation shaping func-

tion formulation. Actually, by modifying radial compression

function proposed in [32] so that it maps [0, rmax] into [0,

rmax] instead to maps [0, +∞) into [0, 1) and after that by

performing the map of equidistant levels (i−1/2)×d , where

d = rmax/L, we derive a novel geometric shaping function

for radius level determining

ri = φ (i,L, rmax)

= rmax

√

1 − exp
{

− (i−1/2)2r2max

4L2

}

√

1 − exp
{

− r2max
4

}

, i = 1, . . . ,L. (4)

As we have already denoted in formula for geometric shaping

function (4), GCS we propose depends only on the number of

radius levels L and on the parameter rmax.

To specify the probability that constellation point from a

given radius level is transmitted Pli = N × Pi, we introduce

a function that from a set of equiprobable probability mass

functions (PMFs) {1/L, i = 1, 2, ..,L} generates a set of

non-equiprobable PMFs {Pli = N × Pi, i = 1, 2, ..,L}.

The Pli actually denotes the PMF for the ith radius level

ri. To formulate the probabilistic shaping function we also

utilize the analogy with model reversed with companding

quantization. The model reversed with optimal companding

quantization for circularly symmetric sources assumes that

the two-dimensional random variable composed from two

independent Gaussian random variables is fed to the cascade

consisted from expander, uniform quantizer and compressor.

In particular, we assume that the sum of the prior probabilities

of constellation points belonging to the radius level specified

by radius ri (P
l
i = N × Pi) represents the probability that

radius of two-dimensional random variable composed from

two independent Gaussian variables is within [ti, ti+1), where

ti is determined by using here proposed geometric shaping

function as follows

ti = φ
(

i− 1
/

2,L, rmax

)

, i = 1, . . . ,L

tL+1 = +∞ (5)

The mathematical formulation of previous assumption can be

written as

Pli = NPi = exp

{

−
t2i
2

}

− exp

{

−
t2i+1

2

}

, i = 1, . . . ,L.

(6)

By substituting (5) in (6) and after that by calculating Pi we

derive a novel probabilistic shaping function

Pi = ω (i,N ,L, rmax)

=



























































1

N

(

exp

{

−
φ2
(

i− 1
/

2,L, rmax

)

2

}

− exp

{

−
φ2
(

i+ 1
/

2,L, rmax

)

2

})

,

i = 1, . . . ,L − 1

1

N
exp

{

−
φ2
(

L − 1
/

2,L, rmax

)

2

}

,

i = L

(7)

Eqs. from (4) to (7) point out that in the constellationmodel

that we propose the number of constellation points associated

per ring N influences the prior probabilities of constellation

points Pi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,L, but does not the PMFs of radius

levels Pli , i = 1, 2, . . . ,L. From (7) one can also conclude

that PCS is conditioned on GCS defined by (4). Expressions

(4) and (7) point out that APSK constellation we develop

has the following feature: the lower density of radius levels,

the higher a priori probabilities of constellation points (see

Fig. 1). Actually, Fig. 1(a) shows that in our constellation,

unlike to common space distribution of radius levels, more

constellation radius levels are located at the constellation

periphery rather than near its center. Also, Fig. 1(b) indicates

that, opposite to the current state in HCS, the constellation

radius level on the largest distance from the adjacent lev-

els has the highest a priori probability. These features are

expected to enable reduction of the symbol-error rate and

improvement of power-efficiency.

Finally, we can state our circularly-symmetric APSK con-

stellation is code book defined as

C =
{(

ri exp
{

jθi,k
}

,Pi
)∣

∣

ri = φ (i,L, rmax), θi,k = ϑ (i, k,N ),Pi=ω (i,N ,L, rmax) :
1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ k ≤ N

}

, (8)

where φ(i,L, rmax), ϑ(i, k,N ) and ω(i,N ,L, rmax) are

defined with (4), (3) and (7), respectively. The average energy

per bit of our APSK constellation estimated by applying the

basic definition for the average energy per bit [34] is:

Eb =
N

L
∑

i=1

Pir
2
i

log2M

=
N

log2 N + log2 L

L
∑

i=1

ω (i,N ,L, rmax) φ2 (i,L, rmax).

(9)

One can highlight that L, N and rmax are the constellation

parameters that can be chosen depending on target perfor-

mance. This means that constellation design we propose has

high degree of freedom. With L and rmax we influence the

radius level within which N constellation points are further
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FIGURE 1. a) Constellation point radius in function of the ordinal number
of the ring level; b) Constellation point probability dependence on
constellation point radius.

uniformly distributed. With L and rmax we also control radius

level PMF (Pli), while with N we adjust the total number of

constellation points M and their a priori probabilities (Pi).

Additionally, since it holds M = L × N , the number of

constellation pointsM is not constraint on the power of 2. For

different L, N and rmax we determine ri and θi,k by utilizing

(4) and (3) and present the obtained constellation diagrams

in Fig. 2.

III. SYMBOL-ERROR RATE FOR MAP DETECTION OF

NO-CODED APSK CONSTELLATION IN AWGN CHANNEL

Let C be APSK constellation defined by (8). Assume that

x = rx exp{jθx} ∈ C modulates symbol transmitted through

an AWGN channel. The modulated signal is affected by the

AWGN with power spectral density N0/2. Then, the received

signal is given by

y = x + n (10)

where n is the AWGN component distributed according to

a circular complex Gaussian distribution CN(0, N0/2). The

received signal is processed by the MAP receiver. MAP

receiver investigates all P(xi,k |y), i = 1, 2, . . . ,L, k =
1, 2, . . . ,N and selects xi,k = ai exp{jθi,k} that maximizes

P(xi,k |y) [34]

x∗ = argmaxxi,k P
(

xi,k
∣

∣ y
)

. (11)

By using Bayes’ rule, the above decision rule can be simpli-

fied as follows [32]

x∗ = argmaxxi,k p
(

y| xi,k
)

P
(

xi,k
)

, (12)

where P(xi,k ) = Pi is the prior probability of constellation

point, defined by (7), while the conditional probability den-

sity function (conditional pdf) p(y|xi,k ) is the probabilistic

description of the AWGN channel. From (10) follows that

p(y|xi,k ) is the joint density of two independent Gaussian

random variables having the same variance (N0/2) and the

different mean values ri cos θi,k and ri sin θi,k . This implies

that the decision region for each point, except for the points

from the first and last radius levels, is irregular hexagon

obtained by putting normal lines on lines that connect the

observed constellation point xi,k with the nearest neighbours

at the distances from the observed point

ti,k,l,m =
di,k,l,m

2
+

N0

di,k,l,m
ln
Pi

Pl
,

for ∀l,m ∴ xl,m ∈ N
(

xi,k
)

. (13)

In (13) N(xi,k ) denotes the set of the nearest neighbours for

the constellation point xi,k , while di,k,l,m is the Euclidean

distance between the constellation points xi,k and xl,m

di,k,l,m =
[

r2i + r2l − 2rirl cos
(

θi,k − θl,m
)

]
1
2
. (14)

An additional explanation on the decision region is given

in Fig. 3. One can also note that (13) reduces to di,k,l,m/2

for l = i. This means that the decision boundaries between

constellation points belonging to the same circle are normal

lines putted at the middle between points.

To evaluate the error performance for the assumed sce-

nario, we start with the basic definition for SER [34] applied

to the circularly-symmetric constellation

SER =
L
∑

i=1

N
∑

k=1

P
(

e| xi,k ,C
)

Pi, (15)

where P(e|xi,k ,C) denotes the probability that the wrong

symbol is detected under condition that the symbol xi,k
is transmitted and that the constellation is defined by C .

The conditional symbol error probability P(e|xi,k ,C) can be

expresses as:

P
(

e| xi,k ,C
)

= P

(

L
⋃

l=1

N
⋃

m=1

l 6=i∨m6=kE
(

xl,m
∣

∣ xi,k ,C
)

)

,

(16)

where E(xl,m|xi,k ,C) denotes the event that the symbol xl,m
is detected under condition that the symbol xi,k is transmitted
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FIGURE 2. For different values of L, N and rmax the APSK constellation diagram.
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FIGURE 3. Illustration for decision regions of MAP receiver for an APSK
constellation.

whereby all possible constellation points are defined by (8).

One should observe the probability that xl,m is detected if

xi,k is transmitted without taking into consideration the other

constellation points (the pire-wise probability of erroneous

detection) is higher than the probability if the constraint arises

from C is accounted P(E(xl,m|xi,k ,C)) ≤ P(E(xl,m|xi,k )).
Therefore, the upper bound on the conditional symbol error

probability (16) can be specified as follows

P
(

e| xi,j,C
)

≤
L
∑

l=1

N
∑

m=1

l 6=i∨m6=kP
(

E
(

xl,m
∣

∣ xi,k
))

. (17)

By substituting (17) in (15) we obtain

SER ≤
L
∑

i=1

N
∑

k=1

L
∑

l=1

N
∑

m=1

l 6=i∨m 6=kPiP
(

E
(

xl,m
∣

∣ xi,k
))

. (18)

By approximating SER with (18) we simplify SER calcu-

lation. Namely, SER calculation for two-dimensional con-

stellation is decomposed on calculation of M × (M−1)

error probabilities for binary signals, i.e. on calculation of

M × (M−1) pire-wise probabilities of erroneous detection.

It is known that in MAP detection the error probability for

binary signals, here denoted with xi,k and xl,m, in function of

their Euclidean distance di,k,l,m can be expressed as [34]

P
(

E
(

xl,m
∣

∣ xi,k
))

= Q





√

d2i,k,l,m

2N0
+
√

2N0

d2i,k,l,m
ln
Pi

Pl



,

(19)

where Q(·) denotes Q-function

Q (x) =
+∞
∫

x

1
√
2π

exp

(

−
t2

2

)

dt. (20)

By substituting (19) in (18) we formulate the union bound

on SER of MAP detection for the circularly-symmetric con-

stellation having non-equal a priori probabilities and equal

number of constellation points associated per rings

SER ≤
L
∑

i=1

N
∑

k=1

L
∑

l=1

N
∑

m=1

l 6=i∨m 6=kPi

×Q





√

d2i,k,l,m

2N0
+
√

2N0

d2i,k,l,m
ln
Pi

Pl



. (21)

One should observe that due to circular symmetry the

expression for the union bound (21) can be further simplified.

Namely, for given i and any k the conditional error probabil-

ities P(e|xi,k ,C), k = 1, 2, . . . ,N are equal. This allows us

to simplify expression (21) on following manner

SER ≤ N

L
∑

i=1

L
∑

l=1

N
∑

m=1

l 6=i∨m 6=k∗Pi

×Q





√

d2i,k∗,l,m

2N0
+
√

2N0

d2i,k∗,l,m

ln
Pi

Pl



, (22)

where k∗ denotes an arbitrary chosen value for k . In compar-

ison to (21), the number of sum terms is reduced N times, i.e.

the number of sum terms is decreased from M × (M − 1)

to L × (M − 1). Furthermore, since the Q function is a

decreasing function of its variable, the contribution of terms

in (22) decreases with the increase of distance from the

transmitted constellation point xi,k∗, i = 1, 2, ..,L. This

means that the expression (22) can be further simplified

by neglecting the terms related with symbols that are not

neighbours to the transmitted symbols xi,k∗, i = 1, 2, ..,L.

Beside this, one should take into account that for large N

each xi,k∗ has 6 neighbours if i = 2, ..,L-1 or 4 neighbours

if i = 1 or i = L (see Fig. 3). Thereby, the existing circular

symmetry should be also included in expression simplifica-

tion. Overall this gives the SER expression having only 3L−2

sum terms:

SER

≈ 2NP1Q





√

d21,k∗,1,k∗+1

2N0





+ 2NP1Q





√

d21,k∗,2,k∗

2N0
+
√

2N0

d21,k∗,2,k∗
ln
P1

P2





+ 2N

L−1
∑

i=2

PiQ





√

d2i,k∗,i−1,k∗

2N0
+
√

2N0

d2i,k∗,i−1,k∗
ln

Pi

Pi−1





+ 2N

L−1
∑

i=2

PiQ





√

d2i,k∗,i,k∗+1

2N0





+ 2N

L−1
∑

i=2

PiQ





√

d2i,k∗,i+1,k∗

2N0
+
√

2N0

d2i,k∗,i+1,k∗
ln

Pi

Pi+1
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+ 2NPLQ





√

d2L,k∗,L−1,k∗

2N0
+
√

2N0

d2L,k∗,L−1,k∗
ln

PL

PL−1





+ 2NPLQ





√

d2L,k∗,L,k∗+1

2N0



 (23)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In Section 2 we have proposed novel hybrid shaped product

APSK constellation. In this section we primarily investi-

gate the ability of the proposed constellation to preserve the

fidelity/quality of digital messages at low power levels, i.e.

we scrutinize constellation power efficiency by estimating

SNR = Eb/N0 required to achieve a given SER. Going

towards this goal we analyze dependence of SER, calculated

by means of formula derived in Section 3, on constellation

parameters such as rmax, L and M . In Fig. 4 for different M

and rmax we present SER versus L. These dependences are

shown for SNR values 15 dB and 20 dB. From figure one can

note the expected feature that SER increases withM . Another

observation is that SER decreases, i.e. the power efficiency

improves with rmax increasing. The parameter rmax influences

GCS (see (4)) and PCS (see (6) and (7)). By increasing rmax

we arrange the constellation points within wider circle and

at the same time make that differences between a priori

constellation point probabilities associated per rings become

more pronounced. This means that with rmax increasing the

ring radii become more distant, whereby the extremely high

a priori constellation point probability and the extremely low

the prior constellation point probability can occur. All these

lead to lower SER.

The results presented in Fig. 4 show that SER dependence

on L has minimum. In almost all cases SER minimum is

achieved for L = 4. The optimal value for L depends on M ,

but also on SNR and rmax. Thus, forM = 64, when the target

SNR is 15 dB, the optimal L is equal to 16, while for higher

SNR value of 20dB, the SER minimum can be achieved at

lower L = 4. Also, forM = 16, if rmax has smaller value, for

example rmax = 3, then the optimum for L is 2, otherwise

the optimal L is equal to 4. Since during rmax specifying

one should have in mind that larger rmax means lower SER,

an adequate choice for 16-APSK constellation can be con-

stellation having rmax = 3.3 and L = 4. An additional

request regards to rmax specification is that larger M implies

larger rmax. Namely, SER degrades with M increasing, so it

is necessary to increase rmax in order to improve somewhat

SER. However, the increase of rmax can cause negligible

small constellation point probability associated to the Lth ring

(PL) and thus the constellation size reduction. Because of

that, the value for rmax cannot be increased indefinitely and

the compromise should be made when the choice of rmax is

in question.

In Table 1, we specify ring radii and constellation point

probabilities associated per rings for several APSK constel-

lations. In accordance with the aforementioned observations

we increase rmax with M . In Table 1 we also tabulate SER

FIGURE 4. SER versus L for: a) SNR = 15 dB and b) SNR = 20 dB.

for different values of SNR. We determine SER by calcu-

lating approximate formula (23) and by running simulation

in program package MATLAB. The obtained results indicate

the well-matching between theoretical SER and simulation

SER∗. In such way we verify the accuracy of the derived

approximate formula for SER calculation. Apart this, the

results presented in Table 1 confirm observations from Fig. 4.

Namely, for M = 16 and rmax = 3.3, APSK constellation

having L = 4 outperforms other constellations in terms of

the SER for the SNRs from Table 1. Therewith, the difference

in SER is more significant when 16-APSK having L = 4 is

compared to 16-APSK with L = 8 than when it is compared

to 16-APSK with L = 2. The results presented for 32-APSK

clearly indicate that the appropriate value for L is 4, while

when M is 64, the optimal value for L depends on the target

SNR. Thus, the optimal L is 8 for the SNRs equal to 18 dB and

19 dB, while for SNR = 20 dB the optimal L is 4, whereby

the achieved SERs with both Ls are similar for all SNRs from

the table.

In order to evaluate the achieved results, in Fig. 5 we

present SER dependence on SNR for our APSK constella-

tions (red curves) and some other constellations from litera-

ture. First of all, we explore SER dependence on SNR forM -

ary APSK having equiprobable constellation points arranged

within L equidistant concentric rings (blue curves) because

these equidistant radii-equiprobable points APSK constel-

lations are starting constellation in HCS that we perform.

From Fig. 5 it is evident that HCS that we propose achieves

considerable gain in terms of power efficiency compared to

starting constellations since a far less SNR is necessary for
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TABLE 1. Constellation parameters for several APSK constellations, SER estimated by using (23) and SER∗ determined by simulation.

the same SER. Concretely, in Table 2 we list the required

SNR for SER = 10−6. Comparing the error performances

of our APSK constellations with the corresponding equidis-

tant radii-equiprobable points APSK constellations one can

note that achieved gain in power efficiency for SER equal

to 10−6 amounts from 1SNR = 5.88 dB for M = 16

to 1SNR = 11.14 dB for M = 64. This means that the

considerably power saving is carried out. More precisely,

if the desired level of SER is 10−6, the useful signal power

can be reduced by 105.88/10 = 3.87 times if M = 16 or by

1011.14/10 = 13 times if M = 64. By observing our and

starting constellations for L = 4, one can note that unlike

equidistant radii-equiprobable points APSK constellation in

which the penalty for increasing rate R = log2M is 4.37

dB/bit and 5.06 dB/bit, this penalty for our APSK constel-

lation is far less and amounts 2.62 dB and 2.71 dB/bit. The

similar conclusions apply to other L values. This is one more

confirmation that our APSK constellation is more power

efficient compared with equidistant radii-equiprobable points

APSK constellation.

From Table 2 one can note that the lowest value of SNR

to achieve SER = 10−6 is obtained for L equal to 4 if

our ASPK constellation has 16 or 32 constellation points.

On the other hand, the lowest SNR (for the same SER) is

achieved for L equal to 8 when our APSK constellation

has 64 constellation points. These findings match the results

presented in Table 1. In order to estimate the gain achieved

in power efficiency with APSK constellation we propose,

in Table 2we also provide the SNR value necessary to achieve

SER = 10−6 with traditional APSK constellation. More

precisely, in continuous, we compare novel APSK with stan-

dard solutions for APSK constellations having equiprobable

constellation points (Pi = const) and different numbers of

constellation points associated per rings (Ni, i = 1, 2, . . . ,L).

Due to different numbers of points per rings the commonly

adopted nomenclature for those constellations is N1 + N2 +
. . . + NL- APSK. For those constellations, based on the

mutual information maximization, the optimal relative radius

and phase shift of each ring with respect to the inner ring

were determined in [1]–[3], [5]. Interestingly, it was shown

in [1]–[3], [5] there is no noticeable dependence on the rel-

ative phase shifts between the rings at high SNR. Therefore,

only the optimal relative radii ρi = ri+1/r1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,

L-1 were specified as function of spectral efficiency.

In Table 2, for M equal to 16, 32 and 64 we list the APSK

constellation parameters (L,N1, . . . ,NL) and (ρ1, . . . , ρL−1)

proposed in [1]–[3], [5]. In Fig. 5 and Table 2 we also present

SERs for those APSK constellations (green curves) estimated

by using simplified formulas derived in [36]–[38]. The pre-

sented data show that our APSK constellations are superior
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FIGURE 5. SER in function of SNR for several no-coded APSK constellations in AWGN channel.

TABLE 2. SNR required to achieve SER equal to 10−6.

over APSK constellations proposed in [1]–[3], [5] in terms of

SER and power efficiency. Concretely, for SER = 10−6 the

gain in power efficiency achieved with our APSK 1SNR =
SNRN1+N2+...+NL−APSK − SNRour APSK goes up to 2.35 dB

for M = 16, 2.23 dB for M = 32 and 1.64 dB for M = 64.

This means that transmitted signal power can be reduced by

a third, enabling lower power consumption.

Moreover, given that the novel concept and method

for HCS of APSK constellation improve power effi-

ciency of APSK constellation, the proposed constella-

tion can be applicable in power-limited communications,

such as optical communications [9]–[12], [39], [40],

satellite communications [1]–[3], power-line commu-

nications and multiple-input multiple-output wireless

transmissions [13]–[17].

In channels dominated by the white Gaussian noise, our

APSK constellation is more power efficient than the recently

proposed product-APSK constellation in [8]. Each ring of

APSK constellation from [8] carries the same number of

points whereby points on different rings are aligned on

semi-lines starting from the center. The adjacent rings are

equidistant, but the first ring is from center on radial distance

r0. For APSK constellation from [8] we record in Table 2

the SNR required for SER = 10−6. Based on the underlined

data presented in Table 2 for our constellation and constel-

lation from [8], one can conclude our APSK constellation

requires from 3.64 dB to 3.07 dB lower SNR to achieve SER

equal to 10−6.

Finally, we compare error performances of our circular

APSK constellation with square QAM constellation [34].

Fig. 5 shows that for the given rmax and L values our

APSK constellation outperforms the M -ary QAM constella-

tion (purple curves) in terms of power efficiency. To quantity

this gain we use data presented in Table 2. By calculat-

ing difference between SNRs of M -ary QAM constellations

and our constellations having L = 4 we obtain that the

achieved gain in power efficiency 1SNR amounts 1.2 dB

for M = 16, 0.76 dB for M = 32 and 0.34 dB for

M = 64. One can conclude that gain in power efficiency

decreases with M increasing pointing out that our APSK
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constellation outperforms M -ary QAM more significantly

for lower M .

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for HCS of

APSK constellation inspired by methods for companding

quantization designs. Novelty of method respect to pre-

vious methods based on quantization models is reflected

in establishing an analogy with the reversed model of

optimal companding quantization for circularly-symmetric

sources and in utilization of quantization designing method

on inverse manner. In particular, the geometric shaping

function is defined as the modified radial compression func-

tion of circularly-symmetric optimal companding quantiza-

tion, while probabilistic shaping function is determined by

establishing analogy with the probabilities of output lev-

els in model reversed with companding quantization. This

approach enabled the design of APSK constellation hav-

ing 1) lower density of radius levels with higher a priori

probabilities and 2) larger number of constellation radius

levels located at constellation periphery rather than near

its center and thus decreasing the SER and the significant

improving the power efficiency. Compared with maximum

mutual information-optimized APSK constellations, after

adjusting APSK constellation parameters to minimize SER

of uncoded APSK signal in Gaussian-noise-limited channel,

we achieved the gain in power efficiency up to 2.35 dB for

M = 16, 2.23 dB for M = 32 and 1.64 dB for M = 64

if SER is constrained to 10−6. Our APSK constellation also

outperforms M -ary QAM constellation in terms of power

efficiency, whereby the power efficiency gain is more sig-

nificant at lower M . Due to its improved power efficiency,

the APSK constellation we proposed is suitable for use in

various power-limited communications.
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